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Wednesday, November 13, 2013 • 11:45am – 12:45pm

A-130-P• INITIAL EXPERIENCE IN LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC Plication (LGP) Study Protocol and Mid-Term Follow-Up
Carmen Santander

A-300-P• ASSOCIATION BETWEEN WEIGHT LOSS AND THE INCIDENCE OF GALLSTONE AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Wuttiporn Manasatthid

A-301-P• PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CLINICAL ANALYSIS BETWEEN THREE REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES ON STAPLE LINE IN SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY CASE STUDY WITH 345 PATIENTS
Fabio Vegas, MD

A-105-H• DOES BARIATRIC SURGERY IN ADOLESCENTS HAVE SIMILAR OUTCOMES AS IN ADULT PATIENTS? A CASE CONTROL STUDY
Mitchel MC Cuilty, BA

A-131-P• LONG TERM OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BANDING AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION
David M. Parker, MD

A-174-P• OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS INFECTED WITH THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
Raul J Rosenthal, MD

A-172-P• COMPLICATIONS DO NOT AFFECT WEIGHT-LOSS AFTER LRYGB
John M. Morton, MD

A-280-P• ACUTE POST-BARIATRIC SURGERY INCREASE IN OREXIN LEVELS PREDICTS PREFERENTIAL LIPID PROFILE IMPROVEMENT
Aishwarya Gupta, PhD

A-297-P• THE IMPACT OF MEDICAL AND SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS UPON THE HUMAN GUT MICROBIOME
John M. Morton, MD

Thursday, November 14, 2013 • 11:45am – 12:45pm

A-222-P• PROXIMAL VERSUS DISTAL LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS IN SUPEROBESITY: PERIOPERATIVE RESULTS FROM A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Marius Svanekiv, MD

A-302-P• LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: CASE SERIES
H. Ruby Gatschat

A-296-P• DOES URINARY BPA CHANGE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY?
John M. Morton, MD

A-252-P• DIABETES SEVERITY SCORE (DSS): A USEFUL TOOL TO ASSESS THE SEVERITY OF DIABETES. SELECT THE APPROPRIATE SURGICAL PROCEDURE AND PREDICT THE REMISSION OF DIABETES
Surendra Ugale, MBBS

A-303-P• LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: DOES THE SIZE OF THE STOMACH MATTER? PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A PROSPECTIVE STUDY.
Juan P. Toro, MD

A-173-P• RISKS AND BENEFITS OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING IN PATIENTS OLDER THAN 60 YEARS.
Francois Pattou, MD

A-172-P• 5 YEAR WEIGHT LOSS AFTER BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH
Philippe A Tapour, MD

A-150-P• COMPARISON OF COMPLICATION RATES AND WEIGHT LOSS OUTCOMES AMONG LINEAR STAPLER, HAND SEWN AND CIRCULAR STAPLER GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY TECHNIQUES IN ROUX EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Michael G Sarr, MD

A-154-P• DISCHARGE ON POSTOPERATIVE DAY ONE IS SAFE AND FEASIBLE IN SELECTED PATIENTS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Amrit Rambhojan, MD

A-335-P• OUTCOMES OF TRANSFERRING BARIATRIC PATIENTS
Hanna Davis, DO

A-153-P• PREVALENCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF CIGARETTE SMOKING IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY
Raul J Rosenthal, MD

A-233-P• RESULTS OF GASTRIC BYPASS (LGB) AND SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG) IN BARIATRIC POPULATION WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY
Carmen Santander

A-155-P• DOES TIGHTER PERIOPERATIVE HEMOGLOBIN A1C REGULATION PREDICT BETTER OUTCOMES AFTER PRIMARY BARIATRIC SURGERY?
Angela Corea, MD

A-178-P• ESTABLISHING AN AMBULATORY HYDRATION CLINIC TO DECREASE READMISSION RATE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
Ali Aminian, MD

A-234-P• COMPARATIVE STUDY OF METABOLIC SURGERY: LOOP DUODENOJEJUNOSTOMY WITH SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY VERSUS ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS
Andrea Osie Sz En, MBBS, MS

A-132-P• ADOLESCENTS DEMONSTRATE PARTIAL CARDIOVASCULAR RISK REDUCTION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING SURGERY IN THE CONTEXT OF UNCHANGED FITNESS LEVELS
Tia-Ly T. Tan

A-175-P• ROUTINE PREOPERATIVE ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY HAS HIGH DIAGNOSTIC YIELD IN BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENTS
Cunchuan Wang, MD, PhD

A-281-P• IMPACT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY ON THYROID HORMONES IN OBESO EUTHYROID PATIENTS
Teresa Reid

A-177-P• COMBINING LAPAROSCOPIC GIANT PARAESOPHAGEAL HERNIA REPAIR WITH SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN OBESO PATIENTS
Arnet Patel, MD

A-176-P• EXCELLENCE CAN BE ACHIEVED IN LOW VOLUME BARIATRIC SURGERY CENTERS: A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE.
Kristen A. Robinson, MD

A-122-P• SINGLE INCISION MULTIPORT LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY: ERGONOMIC PRINCIPLES
Praveen Raj, MD, DBN

A-224-P• BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION REQUIRES MULTIPLE VITAMIN AND MICRONUTRIENT ADJUSTMENTS WITHIN 2 YEARS OF THE SURGERY
Philippe A Tapour, MD

A-153-P• LONG TERM OUTCOME AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING: AN INTENT TO TREAT ANALYSIS WITH 95% FOLLOW UP RATE AT 10 YEARS
Robert Coiazzo

A-255-P• ROUX EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS REVERSALS
Susan Kartiko

*Confirmed Poster of Distinction at time of printing. See final list in Program Changes.
TOP POSTERS

A-101-P PREDICTORS OF READMISSION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS: A MACHINE-LEARNING ANALYSIS OF 9,993 PATIENTS FROM THE NATIONAL SURGICAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (NSQIP).

Steven Elliott, MD; Matthew Y Lin, MD; Jennifer Kaplan, MD; Christina M Spina, PA-C, MPH; Andrew Passelt, MD, PhD; John P Cello, MD; Stanley Rogers, MD; Jonathan T Carter, MD

A-102-P ONE YEAR OUTCOMES OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN PEDIATRIC VS. ADULT PATIENTS

Melissa B Baglio, MD; Mary F DiGiorge, PhD; Beth A Schwartz, MD, Miguel Silva, MD; Akuzukina O Ude Welome, MD; Aaron Roth, MD; Talia Abecassis, Monica P Sangal, Marc Bessler, MD; Jeffrey L Zitsman, MD

A-103-P A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIAL COMPARING REFUX IN PATIENTS WHO HAVE HAD LONGITUDINAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH POSTERIOR CRURAL REPAIR VS. WITHOUT POSTERIOR CRURAL REPAIR: 6 MONTH DATA

Braed E Snyder, MD; Erik B Wilson, MD; Shailendra Sm Mehta, MD; Todd Wilson; Kuhindr S Baywa, MD

A-104-P LAPAROSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE REFUX AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITHOUT CONVERSION TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

Abdelkader Hwaksi, MD; Susan M Suprun, PhD; Bradley Hare, Ahmad A Meguid, MD; Alwyn Harratt, MD; Nago Thilamool

A-105-P LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG): COHORT STUDY WITH 6 YEAR FOLLOW-UP

Carmen Santander, Katerina Cuellar, Francisco Perez, Jorge Bravo, Imaol Court, Magali Lescelleur; Santiago Horgan, MD; Pablo E Sanchez, MD

A-106-P COMPARISON OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AGAINST ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR PATIENTS ABOVE 50 YEARS-INTERIM AT THE END OF 1 YEAR

Praveen Rag, MS, DNB, C Palanivelu; Panimala Devi; Kuri K Uswa Savage, MS (UK) Registered Dietitian(UK)

A-107-P LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION VS. LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: EARLY OUTCOME IN 140 PATIENTS.

Tamer N Abdelbaki, MD, MRCVS, Mohamed MS SHARAAN, MD; Khaled Kati, MD

A-108-P COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS: MECHANISMS OF DIABETES RESOLUTION AFTER WEIGHT LOSS SURGERY

John M Morton, MD; Chris Crowe; Natalia Leva; Homera Rivas, MD

A-109-P INFLUENCE OF SURGEON OPERATIVE TIME ON POST-OPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS

Daniel Bocal, MD; Bradley N Reames, MD; Arthur M Carlin, MD; Abdulkader Hwaksi, MD; Jan L Schram, MD; Matthew J Wemer, MD; Jeffrey A Genaw, MD; Nancy J Birkmeyer, PhD; Jonathan F Finks, MD

A-110-P PROSPECTIVELY VALIDATED PREDICTION OF WEIGHT LOSS AND MORBID OBESITY CO-MORBIDITIES AFTER OPEN AND LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS, ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND, SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND DUODENAL SWITCH: MODELING ON DATA FROM 166,601 BOLD PATIENTS

Gus J Slotman, MD

A-111-P LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS VS. SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN THE SUPER-OBESE PATIENT: EARLY OUTCOMES OF AN OBSERVATIONAL STUDY

Carlos Zerrinweck, MD; Elisa M Sepulveda, MD; Antonio G Spavento, MD; Eranedal I Fernandez, MD; Francisco J Campos, Hernan Maydan, MD

A-112-P CONTEMPORARY BARIATRIC SURGERY RESULTS IN AN INTEGRAL UMBRELLA CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Robert A Li, MD; David P Fisher, MD; Rebecca M’O’Brien, MD; Sanjoy K Dutta, MD; Lynn Ackerson; Mike Sorel; Stephen Sidney, MD

A-113-P IS PREOPERATIVE MANOMETRY NECESSARY IN EVALUATING REFUX SYMPTOMS FOR SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY CANDIDATES?

Andie Taveras, MD; Rana Moon, MD; Christina M Mckean, ARNP; Muhammad A Jawad, MD

A-114-P THE ANTIDIABETIC ACTION OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IS INDEPENDENT OF PROXIMAL INTESTINAL BYPASS, WEIGHT AND CHANGES IN THE GUT MICROBIOME: A PILOT STUDY IN AN OBESE DIABETIC MOUSE MODEL

Skub Li, MD, PhD; Kelly Vo, BS; Lourdes Robles, MD; Bryan J Boubion, BS; Stefan Jellbauer, PhD; Nina Gao; Manuela Raffattulli, MD; Ninh T Nguyen; Alexio Pizagaz, MD

A-115-P PSORIASIS IS IMPROVED AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY: AN ANALYSIS OF 9,593 ADULT PATIENTS UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY

Marc Bessler, MD; Jeffrey L Zitsman, MD; Roth, MD; Talia Abecassis; Monica P Sangal; Akuezunkpa O Ude Welcome, MD; Aaron Maydan, MD

A-116-P DOES PRE-OPERATIVE INSULIN RESISTANCE PREDICT WEIGHT LOSS FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY?

Janet Ng, PhD; Andrea M Stone, BS; Delana R Padrick, Darren S Tishler, MD; Pavlos K Papasavas, MD

A-117-P WHO GETS WHICH OPERATION? PRE-OPERATIVE CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 166,601 BOLD PATIENTS WHO UNDERWENT OPEN (ORYGB) OR LAPAROSCOPIC (LAPRYGB) GASTRIC BYPASS, ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (AGB), SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (SLEEVE), OR DUODENAL SWITCH

Melanie Adams, DO; Gus J Slotman, MD

A-118-P OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS WITH A BMI GREATER THAN 50 KG/M2 UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY

Andrea M Stone, BS; Amanda Medora, Janet Ng, PhD; Pavlos K Papasavas, MD, FACS; Darren S Tishler, MD

A-119-P FITNESS AND EXERCISE FOR POST-BARIATRIC PATIENTS (FEPPI): PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL OUTCOMES FROM A RANDOMIZED TRIAL TESTING AN EXERCISE PROGRAM SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR POST-BARIATRIC PATIENTS

Karen Coleman, PhD, Susan L Caparossa, MA; Jeanne P Nichols, PhD; Ken Fujiska, MD; Kari N McCloskey, MS; Anny H Xiang, PhD; Susan S Levy, PhD; Corinna Koenbick, PhD

A-120-P EVALUATION OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH JEJUNAL BYPASS VS. ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH THE BARIATRIC ANALYSIS REPORT OUTCOME SYSTEM (BAROS)

Matias Sepulveda, Munir J Alamo, MD; Nicolas Flores, MD; Ximena Prat; Nicolas Rosso

A-121-P EXERCISE RECOMMENDATIONS SHOULD BE MODIFIED FOR POST-BARIATRIC PATIENTS TO ADJUST FOR FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS

Karen Coleman, PhD, Susan L Caparossa, MA; Susan S Levy, PhD; Jeanne P Nichols, PhD; Ken Fujiska, MD; Corinna Koenbick, PhD; Kari N McCloskey, MS, Anny H Xiang, PhD

EMERGING MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES

A-122-P SINGLE INCISION MULTIPORT LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY: ERGONOMIC PRINCIPLES

Praveen Raj, MS,DNB, C Palanivelu

A-123-P ENDOCOSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION USING THE ARTICULATING CIRCULAR ENDOCOSCOPIC (ACE) STAPLER: RESULTS OF A MULTI-CENTRIC PROSPECTIVE NON-RANDOMIZED PHASE I TRIAL.

Laurent D’Arthe, MD, Stefanie Lebel; Fredric Simon-Houdi; Simon Mearceau, MD; Odette Lescalleur; Santiago Horgan, MD; Pablo E Omalenczuk, MD; Rodrigo Ongay; Natalia Pampillon; Ceci Penutto; Vivi Lasagni; Sonia Omalenczuk; Alejandro Vargas, MD; Rudolf Buxhoeveden, MD; Maria V Gorodner; MD, Erwin ES Sato, MD; Sigal Fishman; Nicole Bovzy; J Conchillo, MD PhD; Gyan Paulus; Mark van Avesaat, MD; T Verlan; Paul Fockens; Simon Biron, MD, MSc; Magali M Sanchez, MD

CONTINUOUS NON-INVASIVE ASSESSMENT OF HEMOGLOBIN AND VOLUME STATUS: DOES OBESITY AND ABDOMINAL INSUFFLATION AFFECT ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY?

Mia D DeBarros; Marlin W Causey, MD; Patrick Chesley, MD; Matthew J Martin, MD

A-124-P ROBOT ASSISTED GASTRECTOMY IN MORBIDLY OBese VS. SUPER OBese: INITIAL EXPERIENCE

Vivek Bhatia, MD, DNSB, FNB (MAS); Parkveen PB Bhata; MD, Sudhir Kalhan, MS; Mukund Kheton, MS; Suqir John; MBBS MS DNB, FNB FIAGES; Rahul R Singh, MD

A-125-P SAFETY OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS

Tallal M Zeni, MD; Leon B Garson, MD; Michael FNB FNB; Rahul R Singh, MD; Tallal M Zeni, MD; Sudhir Kalhan, MS; Mukund Kheton, MS; Suqir John, MBBS MS DNB, FNB FIAGES; Rahul R Singh, MD

A-126-P NOTES-INSPIRED SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

Elie Chouillard
A-128-P
ENDOSCOPIC PLICATION OF THE SLEEVE: A NOVEL APPROACH FOR THE GASTRIC SLEEVE REVISIONS
George M Eid, MD

A-129-P
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH JeJUNAL BYPASS: 9 YEARS OF HISTORY OF A MORE PHYSIOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVE TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Murun J Alama, MD; Matias Sepulveda, Cristian A Astorga, MD; Hernan Guzman, MD; Leandro Sepulveda, Juan Pablo Hermausila; Andrea Sepulveda, MD

GASTRIC BANDING

A-130-P
INITIAL EXPERIENCE IN LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION (LGP) STUDY PROTOCOL AND MID-TERM FOLLOW-UP
Carmen Santander, Juan Eduardo Contreras, MD; Diva Y Villao; Israel Court, MD; Jorge Bravo; Franchesca Perez; Katerine Cuellar; Raphael De Souza; Tania Ley Cobo; Kylia Baeza; Marannya, MD

A-131-P
LONG TERM OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BANDING AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION
David M Parker, MD; Amrit Rambhajan, MD; Anna Ibele, MD; Jon D Gabrielsen, MD; Andrew M Stone, BS; Janet Ng, PhD; Darren S Tishler, MD; Pavlos K Papasavas, MD, FACS

A-132-P
ADOLESCENTS DEMONSTRATE PARTIAL CARDIOVASCULAR RISK REDUCTION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING SURGERY IN THE CONTEXT OF UNCHANGED FITNESS LEVELS
Thao Ly T Phan, George A. Datto, MD; Lauren L. Falini, BS; Kirk W. Reichard, MD; Samuel S. Thao-Ly T Phan

A-133-P
LONG TERM OUTCOME AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING: AN INTENT TO TREAT ANALYSIS WITH 95% FOLLOW UP RATE AT 10 YEARS
Robert Carazzo; Friederic Branger; Helene Verkindt; Adria Páez; Katerine Cuellar; Raphael Degremont; Md; Marie Pigeyre; Francois Paltou, MD

A-134-P
PREOPERATIVE PREDICTORS OF EXCESS BODY WEIGHT LOSS IN ADOLESCENTS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
Lauren Orr; Mineya Montalvan-Panzer, MSHS, CCBC; Jeffrey L Zitzman, MD

A-135-P
LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (LAGB) IS ASSOCIATED WITH BETTER PERCENTAGE EXCESS WEIGHT LOSS (mEBWL) IN PATIENTS WITH BODY MASS INDEX (BMI) > 40: AN EXPERIENCE WITH 1115 PATIENTS.
Aatif Haddad, MD; Scott Aldrich, MS; Murad Bani Hani; Kiyoh Jang, MD; Andrew M Averbach, MD

A-136-P
MIDTERM RESULTS FOR LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BANDING: TREATMENT OF MORBID OBESITY IN A MEDICAL UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
Shu-Chen Wei, RN; Wen Wang, MD; Yu-Shun Tong, MD; Ichi Cheng, RD

A-137-P
BARIATRIC SURGERY IN PATIENTS OVER THE AGE OF 70
Andrea M Stone, BS; Pavlos K Papasavas, MD, FACS; Michael Herron, Janet Ng, PhD; Darren S Tishler, MD

A-138-P
REOPERATIONS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
David Chupakoe, MD; Bogdan Pratyniak, MD; Moly Schlueter, MD; Paul M Pearce, MD; Frank J Borao, MD

A-139-P
PREOPERATIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND POSTOPERATIVE SAFETY OF LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING SURGERY FOR LOWER BMI COMPARED TO MHD AND HIGHER BMI
Mingyoung Cha, MD PhD; Bodri Song, MD; Esh Kyeung Nam, MD; Ha Yeon Kim, MD; Jung Eun Kim, MD; Gyoo Hoo Chae, MD; Ha Jinn Kim, MD; Jee Young So, MD; Sun Ho Lee, MD; Nam Chul Kim

A-140-P
AUGMENTED INITIAL WEIGHT-LOSS OUTCOMES IN WOMEN AND NON-DIABETIC ARE NOT SUSTAINED LONG TERM AFTER LAPB
Adrian G Don, MD, FACOS; Ashley N Bohon, MA; Noelle M Bathe, MSN, FNP-BC, CBN; Debbie Pasini, RN, Mark Peasey, DO, John G Zografakis, MD

A-141-P
PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF FAILURE AND SUCCESS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BANDING FOR MORBID OBESITY
Paul J Rosenthal, MD, Abraham Bentacourt, MD, Miguel Lamota, MD; Emanuele Le Menzo, MD, PhD; Samuel Szomstein, MD; Pablo Marin, MD

A-142-P
FIVE YEAR OUTCOMES OF A TELEMETRIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (AGB) STUDY
Nicolás V Chrustou, MD

A-143-P
FOLLOWUP OF PATIENTS WHO HAD GASTRIC BAND SURGERY
Pablo S. Omenaczek, MD, Martin MB Berducci, MD; Magali M Sanchez, MD; Natalia Pampillon, Cecilia Penutto, Viviana Lasagni

A-144-P
YOU CAN’T ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU WANT: GASTRIC BAND TO SLEEVE TO BYPASS, THE ULTIMATE BARIATRIC EXPERIENCE
Andrea M Stone, BS; Janet Ng, PhD; Darren S Tishler, MD; Pavlos K Papasavas, MD, FACS

A-145-P
LAGB for PCOD, INFERTILITY OBSESE FEMALES: WAS IT THE RIGHT CHOICE?
Poonam S Shah, MD; Pallavi N Shah; Jayashri M Shastri; S Shah, MD

A-146-P
DOES BAND PRESSURE PROVIDE A MEANINGFUL PARAMETER TO DIRECT ADJUSTMENT OF A LAPBAND?
Terry L Simpson, MD; John O’Dea, BE MED, MSc PhD; Adrian McHugh, MSc; Madison Wellborn; Clay Wellborn, MD

A-147-P
RADIOLOGICAL IMAGING & COMPLICATIONS IN LAP-BAND PATIENTS
H. J Naim, MD; Christopher M Evanson, MD; John M Kaderabek, MD; Brenda M Cacucci, MD; David Diaz, MD; Leslie M Schuh, PhD; Natasha Morris, MD; Angela Corea, MD; Loanne Faulstich-Fox, MD; Leslie M Schuh, PhD; Natalsha Morris, MD; Brenda M Cacucci, MD; David Diaz, MD; Christopher M Evanson, MD; John M Kaderabek, MD; Margaret Isman, MD; Douglas J Kaderabek, MD

A-148-P
LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING (LAGB): LONG TERM FOLLOW UP
Carmen Santander, Juan Eduardo Contreras, MD; Israel Court, MD; Francisco Perez, Jorge Bravo; Katerine Cuellar; Diva Y Villao

A-149-P
COMPARISON OF LAPAROSCOPIC GREATER CURVE PLICATION AND LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING WITH GREATER CURVE PLICATION FOR WEIGHT LOSS AND RESOLUTION OF COMORBIDITIES AT 6 MONTHS
Aliyah Kanji; Luke M Funk, MD MPH; Dean J Mikami, MD; Sabrina F Nona, MD PhD; Bradley J Needleman, MD

A-150-P
COMPARISON OF COMPLICATION RATES AND WEIGHT LOSS OUTCOMES AMONG LINEAR STAPLER, HAND SEWN AND CIRCULAR STAPLER GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY TECHNIQUES IN ROUX EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Michael G Sarr, MD; Tarek M Waked, MD; Wael Khreis; Michael L Kendrick, MD; Todd A Kellogg, MD; Florencia G Que, MD

A-151-P
LENGTH OF THE ROUX LIMB IN ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND ITS EFFECT ON WEIGHT LOSS: A SINGLE INSTITUTION REVIEW
Wael Khreis; Tarek Waked, MD; Mali Parham, Michael L Kendrick, MD; Todd A Kellogg, MD; Michael G Sarr, MD; Florencia G Que, MD; William S Harnsøn, MD

A-152-P
RAPID PROGRESSION OF NASH CIRRHOSISrequiring LIVER TRANSPLANTATION A FEW MONTHS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Mafia Lau, MD; Calvin Swales, MD; Andrea M Stone, BS; Janet Ng, PhD; Darren S Tishler, MD; Pavlos K Papasavas, MD, FACS

A-153-P
PREVALENCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF CIGARETTE SMOKING IN MORBIDLY OBSESE PATIENTS UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY
Paul J Rosenthal, MD; Abraham Abdemur, MD; Pablo Marin, MD; Emanuele Lo Menzo, MD, PhD; Samuel Szomstein, MD

A-154-P
DISCHARGE ON POSTOPERATIVE DAY ONE IS SAFE AND FEASIBLE IN SELECTED PATIENTS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Amrit Rambhajan, MD; David M Parker, MD; Anna Ibele, MD; Jon D Gabrielsen, MD; Anthony T Patrick, MD

A-155-P
DOES TIGHTER PERIOPERATIVE HEMOGLOBIN AIC REGULATION PREDICT BETTER OUTCOMES AFTER PRIMARY BARIATRIC SURGERY?
Angela Corea, MD; Loanne Faulstich-Fox, NP; Leslie M Schuh, PhD; Natalsha Morris, MD; Brenda M Cacucci, MD; David Diaz, MD; Christopher M Evanson, MD; John M Kaderabek, MD; Margaret Isman, MD; Douglas J Kaderabek, MD

A-156-P
EARLY COMPLICATION RATES IN A SINGLE-SURGEON SERIES OF 195 ROBOTIC-ASSISTED ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Christopher J You, MD; Aviash J Mayer, MD
POSTERS

A-157-P PRESENCE OF FOOD IN THE EXCLUDED STOMACH VIA EXCLUDED JEJUNUM? AN OLD CAUSE OF WEIGHT REGAIN IN A NEW WAY? SCINTIGRAPHY STUDY OF A MEAL “GOING WHERE NO ONE HAS GONE BEFORE”. Fabio Viegas, MD, Pedro Worms, MD, Luciana Vilela, MD, Paula Silveira, MD, Jose Pinna Calzol, MD

A-158-D SHORT-TERM RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH BMI 60 KG/ M2 Cunchuan Wang, MD, PhD; Wai Yang, MD, Jinjge Yang, MD

A-159-P GASTRIC BYPASS WITHOUT CLOSURE OF THE MESENTERIC DEFECTS MAY NOT LEAD TO INCREASED RATE OF INTERNAL HERNIA OR BOWEL COMPROMISE Radomir Kosanovic, MD, Ray J Romaro, MD, Rupa Seetharamamah, MD, Jorge R Rabaza, MD, FACS, FASMBS; Anthony M Gonzalez, MD, FASC, FAMBS

A-160-D LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS IN POOR AND RICH PATIENTS IN BRAZIL: WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE? Cid A Pitomba, MD MS PhD, Cezar Pitomba, MD, Mariana Bacha, Alessandra Soeiro

A-161-P ROBOTIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR MORBID OBESITY: SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS Esam S Batayyah, MD, Ali Aminian, MD, Hector Romero Talamos, MD, Andrea Zelisko, MD, Philip R Schauer, MD, Rogula Ro Tamaz, MD

A-162-P CLINICAL EVALUATION OF FIBRIN SEALANT DURING LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS, A RETROSPECTIVE COMPARATIVE STUDY. Anthony M Gonzalez, MD, FACS, FAMBS; Ignacio Danta, BS, RPFT, CRC; Radomir Kosanovic, MD, Ray J Romaro, MD, Jorge R Rabaza, MD, FACS, FASMBS

A-163-P SAFETY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN PATIENTS UNDER THE AGE OF 20 Christopher DuCain, MD, Mertalanae Malute, Raina Moon, MD, Andrea Teixeira, MD, Muhamnammad J Awad, MD

A-164-P CORRELATION BETWEEN FOOD PREFERENCE AND WEIGHT LOSS AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS Marcus V Martins, MD, Jose Luis P Falcao, Marco Cavaliere, Luis Carlos Pereira

A-165-P COGNITIVE FUNCTION FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY: EVIDENCE FOR IMPROVEMENTS 3 YEARS POST-SURGERY Michael Alacca; Rachel Galoio; Mary Beth Spitznagel; Gladys W Stratton, PhD, Michael J Davin, MD, Ronald Cohen, Ross D Crowley, John Gunstard

A-166-P GASTRIC BYPASS IMPROVES RENAL TRANSPLANT CANDIDACY Joshua C Coursey, MD, Vadim Sherman, MD, Nabil Taraj, MD, Lee M Marrs, MD

A-167-P TECHNICAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ANASTOMOTIC LEAK IN LABS Mark D Smith, MBCHB FRACS; Emma J Patterson, MD, Abdus Wahed, PhD, Abidemi K Adeniji, PhD, Stephen Chapman, MD, Anita P Courcoulas, MD MPH, Gregory Dakin, MD, FACS, David R Flum, MD, MPH, FACS; Carol A McCloskey, MD, James E Mitchell, MD, Allfors Remp, MD, Mylene Staten, MD, Bruce M Walle, MD

A-168-P LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IS A SAFE AND EFFECTIVE OPTION FOR TREATING MORBID OBESITY IN OLDER PATIENTS. Waleed Al Kiyatt, MD, Corniche Khan, Sinduja Lukunaranah, Javed Ahmed

A-169-P SUBSTANTIAL LONG-TERM BENEFICIAL IMPACT OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB) ON HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA (HTG) IS TEMPERED BY DISCONTINUING HYPOLIPIDEMIC MEDICATION IN PATIENTS WITH PRE-OPERATIVE UNCONTROLLED HTG. John Chengey, Joslin Liao, PhD; Tyler Latchman, Judy Swift, RN, MSN; Jessica Smith, Isaac Samuel, MD

A-170-P OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTS THE INCIDENCE OF MARGINAL ULCER FORMATION IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING RYGB Krista L Haines, DO, Christopher J Myers, MD

A-171-P HYPERAMMONEMIA A RARE COMPLICATION OF GASTRIC BYPASS Deep Goel; Chetan Merchant; Vinandra Pal Bhalla, MS

A-172-P COMPLICATIONS DO NOT AFFECT WEIGHT-LOSS AFTER LRYGB John M Martor, MD, Chris Crowe, Natalia Leiva

GENERAL INTEREST

A-173-P RISKS AND BENEFITS OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING IN PATIENTS OLDER THAN 60 YEARS. Francois Pattou, MD, Claire Blanchard; Robert Cazza, Helena Verkindt; Marie Pigeyre

A-174-P OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN MORBIDLY OBSESE PATIENTS INFECTED WITH THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS Raul J Rosenhalt, MD, Abraham Batancourt, MD, Pablo Marin, MD, Emanuela de La Menza, MD, Samuel Szomstein, MD, Carolina Ampudia, MD

A-175-P ROUTINE PREOPERATIVE ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY HAS HIGH DIAGNOSTIC YIELD IN BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENTS Cunchuan Wang, MD, PhD; Wai Yang, MD, Jinjge Yang, MD

A-176-P EXCELLENCE CAN BE ACHIEVED IN “LOW VOLUME” BARIATRIC SURGERY CENTERS; A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE. Kristen A Robinson, MD; James Madura; Kristi Haroeld; Yu-Hui Chang, MPH, PhD; Tanya Benjam, MSN NP-C; Sophie Besours, MD MPH

A-177-P COMBINING LAPAROSCOPIC GIANT PARAESOPHAGEAL HERNIA REPAIR WITH SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN OBSESE PATIENTS Ankit Patel, MD; Nathaniel Lytle, Juan P Torro, MD; John F Sweeney, MD; Jabnshi Srinivasan, MD; Edward Lin, DO; Scott Davis, MD

A-178-P ESTABLISHING AN AMBULATORY HYDRATION CLINIC TO DECREASE READMISSION RATE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY Ali Aminian, MD; Sandita Sykes, BSN, MPH, CPHQ; Steve Booth, RN BSN; Sherrille T Tucker, MBA; Nancy Aralovar, RN, Mary Ellen Satava, RN, Philip R Schauer, MD, Stacy A Brethauer, MD

A-180-P IMPACT OF PRE-OPERATIVE WEIGHT LOSS ON BARIATRIC SURGICAL OUTCOMES Mustafa Al Shammari, Ali Ardestani, Scott A Shikora, MD; Malcolm Kenneth K Robinson, MD; Ashley Haralson Vernon, MD; Ali Tavakkoli

A-181-P INCIDENCE OF EMOTIONAL CHANGE IN THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE FAMILY EMOTIONAL SYSTEM COINCIDENT TO INITIATION OF BARIATRIC SURGERY Kathleen J Sheffield, MS, RD, LMFT, Deron J Ludwig, MD, Erik J Simchuk, MD, FASMBS

A-182-P IS AGE OF OBESITY ONSET A DETERMINANT IN WEIGHT LOSS AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY? Maureen E Milletics, RN, BSN, MS, CBN; Maher El Chaar, MD, FACS, FASMBS; Leonardo Claro, MD, FACS, FASMBS, Jill Stoltzfus, PhD; Terri L Davis, RN; Dorothy T McFadden, MA, RD, LDN; Barbara E Migliaccio, MA, MSW, LCSW, LICADC, CBCS; Nancy Velazquez, MSW, LSW; Lisa Musica, RD, LDN

A-183-P ROLE OF COLONOSCOPY IN THE WORKUP OF BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENTS Abdelrahman A Nimeri, MD; Mohammed B Hadad, MD, Nidal Dehni, MD

A-184-P LONG TERM RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN ADOLESCENT PATIENTS Raul J Rosenhalt, MD, Yaniv Cazazov, MD, Mayank Roy, MD, Emanuela de La Menza, MD, PhD, Samuel Szomstein, MD, Savannah I Mean, DO

A-185-P FUNCTIONAL WALKING CAPACITY AS MEASURED BY THE SIX-MINUTE WALK TEST (6MWT): CORRELATION WITH EARLY WEIGHT LOSS AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY Dan Eisenberg, MD, Eric Hardin, Cheryl Bates
A-186-P  BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR ADOLESCENT OBESITY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF 1,322 PATIENTS
Matthew Boeigl, Joy L Collins, MD, Sanjiv Mehta, BS, Elizabeth P Parks, MD, FAAP, MCSE; Noel N Williams, MD, BCH, MCM, FRCS, FRCS; Rajesh Aggarwal, MD, PhD MA FRCS

A-187-P  LIPOSOME-BASED BUPIVACAINE LOCAL INFLTRATION OF THE SURGICAL SITES EFFECTIVELY REDUCES POSTSURGICAL OPIOID REQUIREMENTS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC PROCEDURES
Andreas Sonador, MD, Jennifer M Lane, MD, Christina H Williams, RN MSN ACNP, Ruchit Mangata, BS, MSICR, PharmD, Erin A Carey, PharmD, Nicole J Clark, PharmD, BCPS

A-188-P  EFFECTS OF A TELEPHONIC BARIATRIC SURGERY CARE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM AMONG COMMERCIALALLY INSURED MEMBERS
Kael Haig, Wade Bannister, PhD

A-189-P  SAFETY OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN PATIENTS OVER THE AGE OF 60
Ali Ben Madani, MD, Andrea Oaks, PA-C; Brooke M Perlik, PA-C, RD, ID

A-190-P  THE VALUE OF CONCURRENT DATABASE MANAGEMENT ON INTERVENTIONS AND OUTCOMES: A TALE OF TWO STAPLING TECHNIQUES
Troy M Glanbo, MD MBA CPE FACS, FASMBS, Tina L Shelton, MSN RN CBN, Patrick G Northcraft, FNP-C, Sandra B Snider, FASMBS

A-191-P  IMPROVEMENT OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE AFTER SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS
Ali Amnin, MD, Jennifer Mackey, RN, Matthew D Kohr, MD, Bipan Chand, MD, Tomasz Ro Rogula, MD, PhD, Stacy A Brethauer, MD, Philip R Schauer, MD

A-192-P  IS LOST TO FOLLOW-UP AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS ASSOCIATED WITH POOR LONG-TERM GLYCEMIC OUTCOME?
Ali Amnin, MD, Jennifer Mackey, RN, Esam S Batayyah, MD, Hector Romero-Talamas, MD, Andrea Zelisko, MD, Derrick C Cetin, DO, S Batayyah, MD; Hector Romero-Talamas, Ali Aminian, MD

A-193-P  EFFECTIVENESS OF AGGRESSIVE HIGH RISK VENOUS THROMBOEMBOLISM SCREENING IN PREVENTION OF PERIOPERATIVE PULMONARY EMBOLISM.
Laura B Barnes, MD, Dantcy Chan, Charlotte Hodges, MD, Jaryd Stein, Wade N Barker, MD

A-194-P  PREOPERATIVE PLACEMENT OF RETRIEVABLE INFERIOR VENA CAVA FILTERS IN THE HIGH RISK VENOUS THROMBOEMBOLISM SUBSET OF BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENTS.
Danny Chan, Jaryd Stein, Wade N Barker, MD, Laura B Barnes, MD, Charlotte Hodges, MD

A-195-P  MULTIDIMENSIONAL LEARNING CURVE OF ROBOTIC GASTRIC BYPASS IN MORBID OBESITY
Ali Amnin, MD, Esam S Batayyah, MD, Hector Romero-Talamas, MD, Philips Damiola, Tomasz Ro Rogula, MD, PhD

A-196-P  VALIDITY OF SELF-REPORTED WEIGHTS FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY IN THE LABS-2 COHORT
Nicholas J Christian, PhD, Wendy C King, PhD, Susan Z Yanko-Henley, MD, Anita P Couricovas, MD MPH, Luis Garcia, MD FACS, Saurabh Khandelwal, MD, John R Fender, MD, Sheila Parson, BS, BA, Walter J Pories, MD, Bath A Schrope, MD, Bruce M Wolfe

A-197-P  LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PILOTION SHORT-TERM OUTCOME IN PRIVATE PRACTICE
Miguel A Dorantes, MD

A-198-P  PREVIOUS BARIATRIC SURGERY MAY HAVE A BENEFIT IN TRAUMA PATIENTS
Kagulan Nadesakumaran, Jane E McCormack, RN, Dana Telen, Aurora D Pryor, MD

A-199-P  INTRAOPERATIVE FACTORS EFFECTING CONVERSION AND PROCEDURE SELECTION IN LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY
Justin Lee, BS, Peter F Lalon, MD

A-200-P  RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF ENOXAAPARIN IN THE POSTOPERATIVE BARIATRIC PATIENT.
Luke Klingsinger, MD, Oliver C Whipple, MD

A-201-P  PROPER KOREAN IDEAL BODY WEIGHT FORMULA AS A POSTOPERATIVE REPORTING TOOL OF WEIGHT LOSS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC EXTERNAL ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING.
Minyong Cha, MD PhD, Bodri Son, MD, Kyung Nam Eoh, MD, Hyeun Kim, MD, Jeoung Eun Kim, MD, Kyu Hee Chae, MD, Ho Jin Kim, MD, Joo Yong So, MD, Sun Ho Lee, MD, Namchul Kim, MD

A-202-P  WEIGHT LOSS DEVICES FOR OBESE CHILDREN - WHERE ARE THEY?
Allen F Browne, MD, Ali Xuan L Holterman, MD, Nancy T Browne, RN MS FNP, CBN

A-203-P  MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE LEARNING CURVE FOR LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PILOTION
Ali Amnin, MD, Hector Romero-Talamas, MD, Matthew D Kohr, MD, Stacy A Brethauer, MD, Philip R Schauer, MD

A-204-P  GASTRIC MASTOIDAL STROMAL TUMORS (GISTS) INCIDENTALLY FOUND DURING BARIATRIC OPERATIONS: SIX CASES AT AN ACADEMIC BARIATRIC CENTER
Luciana Fizer, MD, Eric Baur, MD, Patricia L Eschhorn, MD, Ed Rapp, MD, John D Scott, MD,DMT, M Mosti, RN; Miguel F Herrera, MD PhD; Emma Lopez, MD; Bernardo J Gutierrez, MD FACS; Saurabh Khandelwal, MD, Namchul Kim, MD

A-205-P  CITATION CLASSICS: TOP 50 CITED ARTICLES IN BARIATRIC AND METABOLIC SURGERY
Ali Amnin, MD, Stacy A Brethauer, MD, Philip R Schauer, MD

A-206-P  PREOPERATIVE WEIGHT LOSS DOES NOT PREDICT OUTCOMES AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR MORBID OBESITY.
Paul J Jassem, MD, Yaniv Caamaño, MD, Samuel Szomstein, MD, Emanuele Lo Menzo, MD, PhD, Fernando FD Dip, MD

A-207-P  USE OF A FLIP ROOM PROTOCOL FOR SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN SURGERY VOLUME
Sharon A Krzyzanowski, RN, Keith C Kim, MD, FACS; Cynthia K Buffington, PhD

A-208-P  DO CONCURRENT PROCEDURES PERFORMED AT TIME OF BARIATRIC SURGERY AFFECT PROCEDUREAL SAFETY?
Janet Ng, PhD, Andrea M Stone, BS, Daniel Mullins, MD, Pavlos K Papasavas, MD, FACS, Darren S Tuhler, MD

A-209-P  OPIOID-PREDICTION ANESTHESIA IN BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS. IS IT A SAFE TECHNIQUE?
Emma Lopez, MD, Bernardo J Gutierrez, MD, Hugo Sanchez, MD, Maureen M Masti, RN, Miguel F Herrera, MD, PhD, Guillermo Dominguez-Chitl, MD

A-210-P  AN ANALYSIS OF PRE-SURGICAL PREDICTOR PATIENT VARIABLES THAT AID IN THE PREDICTION OF POST-SURGICAL MALADAPTIVE COMPLIANCE
Genna Hymowitz, PhD, Dina Vivian, PhD, Jenna L Adamowicz, MD, Aurora D Pryor, MD, Elizabeth Olsen

A-211-P  PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE OF BARIATRIC SURGERY CANDIDATES
Pablo E Omelanczuk, MD, Viviana Lasagni, Natalia Pamplion, Magal M Sanchez, MD, Cecilia Penuto, Romina Palma

A-212-P  SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS IN THE ELDERLY - IS IT WORTH THE RISK?
Jaychurn S. Toddler, MBBS MD DLS; Shekh Shank Shah, S Shah, MBBS, MS, Poonam S Shah, MD

A-213-P  A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY OF SEXUAL FUNCTIONING, ATTITUDES, AND SATISFACTION OF LAPAROSCOPIC BANDING PATIENTS
Mayfaddah Mamasawa, MPH; Farzan Ahmed, MPH; Susan F. Frank, PhD, Adam B Smith, DO

A-214-P  THE MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENT WITH HEART FAILURE REQUIRING CARDIAC TRANSPLANTATION: IS THERE A ROLE FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY?
Peter F Croeske, MD, Michael E Bobvish, MD

A-215-P  LEARNING CURVE FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY IN A SINGAPORE TERTIARY HOSPITAL
Alvin KH Eng, Shanker Pasapathy, Sonali Ganguly, Hong Chang Tan, Kwang Wei Tham

A-216-P  FAT-FREE MASS IS NOT LOWER 24 MONTHS POST-BARIATRIC SURGERY THAN NON-OPERATED MATCHED CONTROLS.
Gladys W Strain, PhD, Faith Ebel, MS, BD, Jamie Honohan, BA, Gregory Dakin, MD, Michel Gagner, MD, Allison Pomp, MD, Dymoja Gollegan, EdD

A-217-P  PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS
Maria Altiene, MD; Gerald J Gracia, MD, Dana Telen, MD, Catherine M Tuppo, PT, MS, Aurora D Pryor, MD

A-218-P  A NEW ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR ACCURATE CHARACTERIZATION OF SEVERITY OF DIABETES MELLITUS, HYPERTENSION, AND DYSLIPIDEMIA: A STUDY OF 3600 BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENTS
Arun D Curn, MD, Routbeh Mostaedi, MD, Mohamad R Ali, MD
POSTERS

A-219-P IMPROVEMENT IN HIGH SENSITIVITY C-REACTIVE PROTEIN FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY AND CORRELATION TO HGBA1C
Jonathan A Schaer, MD; David Leopold, BA; John James, MD; Kevin B Rothschild, MD; Breana C Mitchell, MD

A-220-P LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY OUTCOMES IN MEDICAID VS. NON-MEDICAID PATIENTS: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY
Luke M Funk, MD MPH; Andrew Suco; Dean J Mikami, MD; Bradley J Needleman, MD

A-221-P BARITRIC SURGERY IN THE ELDERLY OVER 60 YEARS: RESULTS AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND GASTRIC BYPASS
Iswanto Sucandy, MD; Fabienne Haroun, Dorian Verscheu; Rene Borscheid, MD; Lara Ribeira-Parenti, MD; Denis Chasselow; Jean-Pierre Marmuse

MALABSORPTIVE PROCEDURES

A-222-P PROXIMAL VERSUS DISTAL LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS IN SUPEROBESITY: PERIOPERATIVE RESULTS FROM A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Marius Sranavik, MD; Hilde Rustad, MD; Brita Saheim, MD; Tom Mala, MD; Rune Sandbu, MD; Jan A. Kristinsso, MD, PhD; Jaran Hjelmesath, Professor; Tar-Ivar Karlsson, Torger T Savik, MD, PhD, Carl Fredrik Schou, MD

A-223-P 5 YEAR WEIGHT LOSS AFTER BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH
Philippe A Topart, MD; Guillaume Becquain, MD; Patrick Ritz, PhD

A-224-P BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION REQUIRES MULTIPLE VITAMIN AND MICRONUTRIENT ADJUSTMENTS WITHIN 2 YEARS OF THE SURGERY
Philippe A Topart, MD; Guillaume Becquain, MD; Patrick Ritz, PhD; Ayes Sallo, MD

A-225-P SINGLE STAGE ROBOTICALLY-ASSISTED LAPAROSCOPIC BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH: FIVE YEAR EXPERIENCE OF 179 PATIENTS
Iswanto Sucandy, MD; Gintaras Antanavicius, MD

A-226-P VENOUS THROMBOEMBOLISM AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH: ANALYSIS OF 352 PATIENTS
Massoud Rezvan, MD; Iswanto Sucandy; Riva Das, MD; Mary Naglak, Gintaras Antanavicius, MD; Fernando Bananni, MD

A-227-P PREVALENCE OF ANEMIA DURING THE FIRST YEAR AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB)
Edwards Del Villar, MD; Yvette Nema-Yunes, MD; Diana Clevavella-Gaytan, MD; Juliana Baglietto-Arzedo, MD; Hugo Sanchez, MD; Miguel F Herrara, MD; PhD

A-228-P BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH CAN BE A SAFE OPERATION
Philippe A Topart, MD; Guillaume Becquain, MD

METABOLIC SURGERY FOR DIABETES

A-229-P TOTALLY ROBOTIC BILIARY PANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH
Ranjan Sudan, MD

A-230-P THE ROLE OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN ACHIEVING THE STANDARDS OF MEDICAL CARE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
Osama Alsaied, Daniel B Leslie, MD, Sayeed Antanavicius, MD; Patrick Ritz, PhD; Agnes Salla, MD

A-231-P THE 2 YEARS METABOLIC AND GLYCEMIC RESULTS OF LRYGB IN T2DM ASIAN PATIENTS
Jayotna S Kulshar, MD; Andrea Ooi Se En, MBBS, MS (Surgery); Aayush Ghinaw; Anuruddh AV VJ, MDS; Kirubakaran M Malapan, MBBS; Mohammed Saifalla Thurespal, MBBS;DNB GEN SURG; Chh-Kun Huang, MD

A-232-P DIABETES SEVERITY SCORE (DSS): A USEFUL TOOL TO ASSESS THE SEVERITY OF DIABETES, SELECT THE APPROPRIATE SURGICAL PROCEDURE AND PREDICT THE REMISSION OF DIABETES
Sureshraj Ughtare, MBBS

A-233-P RESULTS OF GASTRIC BYPASS (LGB) AND SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG) IN BARIATRIC POPULATION WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY
Carmen Santander; Juan Eduardo Contreras, MD; Iseael Court, MD; Jorge Bravo; Francisco Perez; Katerine Cuellar; Diva Y Villa

A-234-P COMPARATIVE STUDY OF METABOLIC SURGERY: LOOP DUODENOJEJUNOSTOMY WITH SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY VERSUS ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS
Andrea Ooi Se En, MBBS, MS (Surgery); Chang Po Chi, Huang Huh-kun

A-235-P DIABETES WITHOUT DRUGS: A REALITY FOR MOST AND FOR YEARS AFTER BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH
Fady Moustarah, MD MPH FRCSC,vertical

A-236-P VERTICAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A POWERFUL TOOL FOR THE TREATMENT OF TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
Avn Ben-Maur, MD; Brooke M Perlik, PA-C; RD; Audrea Oaks, PA-C; Indukumar Sanpali, MD

A-237-P PREDICTING THE SUCCESS OF METABOLIC SURGERY: THE ABCD DIABETES SURGERY SCORE
Wei-Jei Lee, MD PhD; Kyung Yul Hur, MD,PD; Muftazal Lakodawala, Kazunori Kasama, MD; Simon KH Wong; Kei Yuan Ngiam, MD

A-238-P GASTRO-INTESTINAL METABOLIC SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETIC PATIENTS: A MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL INTERNATIONAL STUDY
Wei-Jei Lee, MD PhD; Kyung Yul Hur, MD,PHD; Muftazal Lakodawala, Kazunori Kasama, MD; Simon KH Wong; Kei Yuan Ngiam, MD

A-239-P FAILED SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS DOES NOT NECESSARILY MEAN FAILED METABOLIC EFFECTS
Ali Amirnia, MD; Hector Romero-Talamas, MD; Esam S Batsayyah, MD; Jennifer Mackley, RN; Andrea Zeliska, MD; Derrick C Celin, DO; John P Kirwan, PhD; Sangeeta Kashyap, MD; Stacy A Brethauer, MD; Philip P Schauer, MD

A-240-P IMPACT OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY ON WEIGHT AND INSULIN RESISTANCE IN MORBIDLY OBES PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT DIABETES ONE YEAR POSTOPERATIVE
Pablo E Omelanczuk, MD; Viviana Lasagni, MD; Cecilia Penutto; Natalia Pampillon, Martin MB Berducci, MD; Jorge Niefa

A-241-P LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALES WITH UNCONTROLLED TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
Delayana S Allen, Terrence Fullum, MD

A-242-P THE EARLY EFFECTS OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY COMPARED WITH GASTRIC BYPASS FOR THE LIPID PROFILE OF MORBIDLY OBSE PATIENTS
Mohay, MElbanna, MD; Osama F Abdelgawad, MBBC; Ahmad M Ibrahim, MD; Eman A Elgahemy, Mohammad A Marzouk, Kamal M Elsayad

A-243-P A COMPARISON OF DIABETES AND INSULIN RESOLUTION AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
Talal M Zeni, MD; Sheila Thompson; Amer Zeni, MD; Jacob E. Roberts, DO

A-244-P SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC OBSE PATIENTS
Morcas A Berry, MD; Lionel Urutia, MD; Patricio Lamasoa, Rodolfo Lasahn, MD, Alvaro Bustos, Marco Schulz, MD

A-245-P WILL PHYSICIANS REFER DIABETIC AND OBSE PATIENTS FOR METABOLIC SURGERY IN SINGAPORE?
Asim Shabbir, MD; Hung Leng Kaan, Jimmy So, Davide Lomanto, MD, PhD; Amy YL ToY Yuh Ling, RN

A-246-P METABOLIC OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN A MULTIETHNIC COHORT IN SINGAPORE
Asim Shabbir, MD; Jimmy So; Khin Dr Thida Soe, MBBS, Litang Chen, RN, Davide Lomanto, MD, PhD; Amy YL ToY Yuh Ling, RN

A-247-P SINGAPORE DIABETIC PATIENT’S PERCEPTION OF METABOLIC SURGERY FOR TREATMENT OF TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
Asim Shabbir, MD; Jimmy So, Hui Wen Chua, Zhou Huijun, MBBS, MSc

NUTRITION

A-248-P THE MISSING D IN MORBID OBSEITY
Paige Quintero, Cynthia Weber, Mashini Sivasubramanian, Shafi Sarker, MD MPH
**POSTERS**

A-249-D  **TIME TO ELIMINATE LONG DURATION PREOPERATIVE MEDICALLY SUPERVISED WEIGHT LOSS: A MONEY LOSER WITHOUT CLINICAL BENEFITS**
Kimberly S. Malakosian, RD, LDN; G. D. Roye, MD; Beth A Ryder, MD; Sara E Metro, RD; LDN; Kellie C Armstrong, RN MS
CBN; Suvathanit Rapudun; Sivamanthinithan Vithanathan, MD

A-250-D  **IRON AND VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY ANEMIA AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY VERSUS ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS: A META-ANALYSIS**
Sonjaoo Park, MD; Emanuele Lo Manzo, MD PhD; Abraham Alsedem, MD; Samuel Szomstein, MD; Raul J Rosenthal, MD

A-251-D  **AGE OLD DEFICIENCY IN A NEW MILLENNIUM BARIATRIC PELLAGRA - NOT JUST NIAIN**
Carol Valen-Rikin, MA 2D LD; Erik B Wilson, MD; Brad E Snyder, MD

A-252-D  **TOTAL ENERGY EXPENDITURE AND WEIGHT REGAIN AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS**
Silvia L. Faria, MS; Mariane M Cardeal, MS; Orlando P Faria, MD

A-253-D  **DOES A DIETITIAN IMPROVE SURGICAL OUTCOMES OF IRON AND VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY?**
Jamil Al Saidi, MD; Almahmeed; Naga Thatimatla; Susan M Vithiananthan, MD; Alwyn Harriott; Bradley Hare; Taghreed Arabi, MD; Fessal Kassim, MD; Akuezunkpa O Ude Welcome, MD; Mary Adeeb Nicola; Milad Qarawany, MD; Nissim Gerion, MD

A-254-D  **NUTRIENT INTAKE AND WEIGHT LOSS IN THE BARIATRIC SURGERY POPULATION UTILIZING THE NIH DIET HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE II (DHQ II)**
John M Morton, MD; Eric Wu; Natalia Leva

**REVISIONAL PROCEDURES**

A-255-D  **ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS REVERSALS**
Susan Kakiela, Ramsey M Dallal, MD; Daniel R Cottam, MD; Fernando B Bannan, MD

A-256-D  **LAPAROSCOPIC CORRECTION OF ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY.**
Agustin Duro, MD; Axel A Baskov, MD; DomenicoCavadas, MD PhD

A-257-D  **THIRD TIME'S A CHARM? SUCCESS OF THE THIRD BARIATRIC SURGERY AFTER TWO SURGICAL FAILURES**
Ali Aminian, MD; Jennifer Mackey, RN; Matthew D Kroh, MD; Stacy A Brethauer, MD; Philip R Schauer, MD

A-258-D  **SURGICAL OUTCOMES OF REVISIONAL ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB).**
Hugo Sanchez, MD; Eduardo Del Villar, MD; Gimenez-Dominguez, MD; Maureen M Masi, RN; Miguel F Herrera, MD PhD

A-259-D  **OPEN, LAPAROSCOPIC AND ROBOTIC APPROACHES DURING BARIATRIC REVISIONS: A RETROSPECTIVE COMPARATIVE STUDY.**
Rey J Romero, MD; Radomir Kosanovic, MD; Jonathan K Arad, MD; Jorge R Rabaza, MD; FACC; FASMBS; Anthony M Gonzalez, MD; FACC; FASMBS

A-260-D  **SINGLE-ANASTOMOSIS DUODENOILEAL BYPASS (SADI) AS A MONEY LOSER WITHOUT CLINICAL BENEFITS**
Andresa Sanchez-Parrueta, MD, PhD; Maria Candela Rodriguez; Esteban Aguirre, MD, PhD; Miguel Angel Rubio-Herrera, MD, PhD; Antonio J Torres, MD, PhD

A-261-D  **LAPAROSCOPIC REVISIONAL GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY FOR FAILED ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS: OUTCOMES AT 2 YEARS**
Daniel Tran, MD; Batul H Ali-zubeidy, MD; Abdul Rahman Hamdi, MD; Ian Woods, BS; Phillip Brown, BS; Christopher Julien, BS, MS2; Gezzer Ortega, MD, MPH; Nabeel Zafar, MD; MPH; Terrence Fullum, MD

A-262-D  **LAPAROSCOPIC REVERSAL OF GASTRIC BYPASS SECONDARY TO MALNUTRITION AND CHRONIC DIARRHEA**
Raul J Rosenthal, MD; Fernando Saldia, MD; Yoan Cascoz, MD; Pablo Marin, MD; Emanuele Lo Manzo, MD PhD; Samuel Szomstein, MD

A-263-D  **REVISION LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (LAGB) TO LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG) SHOULD BE PERFORMED AS A TWO STEP PROCEDURE.**
Gary Yee, MBBS FRACS; Divya Vaswani, MBBS; Bianca G Ian, MBBS; BAppSci(Phy); James Chau, William J Hawkins, MD; John O Jorgensen, MB BS MS FRACS; Vynturas Kuzenkovas, Ken Lee, MD; Michael Talbot, FRACS

A-264-D  **CONVERSION FROM LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING TO LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS IN TWO STEPS.**
Serge Carandina, Emmanuel Rivkine; Antonio Vokents; Christophe Barrat, Claude Palliard, MD

A-265-D  **REVISIONAL BARIATRIC SURGERY OUTCOMES**
Houssein Haidar Ahmad, MD; Debbie Wang, MD; Nastaz F. De la Cruz-Munoz, MD; Sarah E Messiah; Kristopher L Arheart, EdD

A-266-D  **REVISION OF LAGB TO VSG IN ONE STAGE: A SAFE OPTION**
Brian F Lane, MD

A-267-D  **LAPAROSCOPIC REVERSAL OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH MAINTAINING THE ENTERIC BYPASS: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO CORRECT SEVERE DEFICIENCIES**
Abdelkader Hawaioli, MD; Ahmed A Meguid, MD; Alwyn Harriott; Bradley Hare; Taghreed Arabi, MD; Almahmeed; Naga Thatimatla; Susan M Vithiananthan, MD

A-268-D  **ALWAYS 1 STAGE REVISION OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS TO BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH.**
Philippe A Topart, MD; Guillemme Becquart, MD; Agnes Saldaña, MD

A-269-D  **ROBOTIC ESOPHAGOGASTRECTOMY DUE TO CHRONIC GASTROPLEURAL FISTULA SECONDARY TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY L-LAK. BENEFITS OF THE ROBOTIC PLATFORM.**
Rey J Romero, MD; Radomir Kosanovic, MD; Anthony M Gonzalez, MD; FACC; FASMBS

A-270-D  **CHRONIC DECLITING GASTROINTESTINAL SYMPTOMS: OUTCOMES OF GASTRIC BYPASS REVERSAL**
Melissa B Baglao, MD; Beth A Schrops, MD; Akuzmkpka O Ukpe Welome, MD; Mary F Digorgi, PhD; Laura DeCesare; Suxiao Yang; Avi Harari; Marc Bessler, MD

A-271-D  **THE OUTCOMES OF REVISIONAL ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR FAILED GASTRIC restrictive PROCEDURE**
Hagar Muzrah, MD, MS; Shady Selbak, MD; Adeeb Nicola; Milad Qarawany, MD; Nissim Gerion, MD

A-272-D  **CONVERSION AND REVISION OF PRIMARY BARIATRIC PROCEDURES OVER 12 YEARS IN A COMMUNITY PRACTICE**
Robin L. Blackstone, MD; Melissa P Celvey, MA; CCGC; Melissa M Davis, MSN APPN BC; ENS RNFA; Jason F Reynoso, MD; James M Swan, MD

A-273-D  **LAPAROSCOPIC REVISIONAL GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY FOR FAILED ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS: SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES**
Abdulrahman Hamdi, MD; Batul H Ali-zubeidy, MD; Ian M Woods, Phillip Brown, BS; Christopher Julien, BS, MS2; Gezzer Ortega, MD, MPH; Danial Tran, MD; Terrence Fullum, MD

A-274-D  **REVISIONAL SURGERY FROM FAILED ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND TO LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN ONE SURGICAL TIME**
Marcos A Berry, MD; Lionel Urrutia, MD; Patricio Lomazo; Alvaro Bastos; Marco Schulz, MD

A-275-D  **CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC REVISIONAL PROCEDURES: COMPARISON WITH PRIMARY SURGERY**
Jung Eduardo Contreras, MD; Carmen Santander; Francisco Perez; Ismael Court, MD; Jorge Bravo; Katerine Cuellar; James Hamilton; Percy Brante, MD

A-276-D  **ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS VERSUS LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS A REVISION FOR FAILED OR COMPLICATED LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING**
Caleb Melancon, BS; Daniel R Cottam, MD; Rachel L Moore, MD; Frank L. Greenway, MD; William Johnson, PhD; William John, PhD; T Cefalu, MD

A-277-D  **LAPAROSCOPIC REVISIONAL BARIATRIC SURGERY: OUR EXPERIENCE AFTER 7225 BARIATRIC SURGERY CASES.**
Oscar E Brase tắc, Gaston Borilie; Guillermo Muzoka, Maria; O. Juan Eduardo Contreras, MD; Carlos Ballester, Noelia Zurbriggen, Gabriel Menaldi; Jorge A Bellas; Pedro Martinez

A-278-D  **SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF GASTROGASTRIC FISTULA POST ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS**
Mohammad Jamal, Hidayat Shihata; Stacy A Brethauer, MD; Tomasz Rogula, MD PhD; Bipan Chaud, MD; Matthew D Krol, MD; Philip R Schauer, MD
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

POSTERS

A-279-P USEFULNESS OF PULMONARY FUNCTION TEST AS A PREOPERATIVE SCREENING IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY.

Diana Clavellina Grayan, MD, Juliana Baglietto-Azeredo, MD, Eduardo Del-Villar, MD, Sonia da Silva, MD, Luciana Cardetti, MD, Hugo Sanchez, MD, Miguel F. Herrera, MD PhD

A-280-P ACUTE POST-BARIATRIC SURGERY INCREASE IN OREXIN LEVELS PREDICTS PREFERENTIAL LIPID PROFILE IMPROVEMENT

Abashok Gupta, PhD, Pierre Magoue, PhD, Marc Lapointe, MSc, Paul Pariser, MD, PhD, Julie Martin, MD, Marjorie Bastien, Katherine Cianflone, PhD

A-281-P IMPACT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY ON THYROID HORMONES IN OBESE EUTHYROID PATIENTS

Tirasa Red, Saqib Saeed, MD, Amrita Pandey, RD, CDN, Adelola A Osewa, FNP-BC, Sharmila McCay, PA, Moniquai Al-Shareef, MD, LeAnn Ahmed, MD, MS

A-282-P PROFILES OF ADIPONECTIN EXPRESSION FOLLOWING MIQE GUIDELINES IN LIVER, OMENTAL FAT, AND PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION IN OBESE PATIENTS UNDERGOING GASTRIC BYPASS

Paul Sarkaria, Magnolia Ariza-Nieto, PhD, Sanjay A. Samy, MD, Laura Fitzgerald, MPH, Michael L Shuler, PhD, Joshua B Alley, MD

A-283-P IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL SAFETY ZONES DURING LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY USING ERROR ANALYSIS

Esther M Bonarath, MD, Boris Zevin, MD, Nicolas J Dady, MD, Teodor P Grantcharov, MD PhD

A-284-P GLP-1, SERTI AND FOXO1 MEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND BETA-CELL FUNCTION AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

James Lee, Michel M Murr, MD, Mark M Hartney, MD, Xiaohua Peng, Yahhua Peng, PhD

A-285-P FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH LONG TERM WEIGHT REGAIN AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

Mary F DiGiorgi, PhD, Melissa B Bagloo, MD, Beth A Schrope, MD, Nancy L Restuccia, MS, RD CDN, Eileen Harvey, Marc Bassler, MD

A-286-P PREOPERATIVE LOW CALORIE DIET PRIOR TO LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS - TWO WEEKS OF TREATMENT IS SUFFICIENT IN REDUCING LIVER VOLUME

David Edholm, Joel Kullberg, F. Anders Astorga, MD, Hernan Guzman, MD, Andrius U. Volaitis, MD, PhD, Miguel F. Herrera, MD, PhD, Guillerma Dominguez, MD, Bernardo Gutierrez, MD

A-287-P WROMS REASONS FOR SEEKING BARIATRIC SURGERY AND THEIR EXPECTATIONS. A MULTICENTER STUDY FROM FIVE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Man MH Hilt, MD, PhD, Anne Juuti, MD, PhD, Signe Caroline Rastad, MD, Lars Fischer, Wouter WW te Riele, MD, PhD, Kai Orava, MD, Hann Mustonen, Timo J Heikkinen, MD, PhD, Rune Sandbu, MD


Estefania De La Paz Nicolau, MD, MPH, Ransom J Wyse, MPH, MPH, Marie Diener-West, PhD, Ann Schermann, MD, MHA, Timothy H Moran, MD, Michael Schweitzer, MD, FACS, Thomas H Magnuson, MD, Kimberly E Steele, MD

A-289-P CASE REPORT: HYPOADIPONECTINEMIA AS A PREDICTOR OF FAILURE TO RESOLVE METABOLIC SYNDROME BY 12 WEEKS POST GASTRIC BYPASS

Joshua B Alley, MD, Sanjay A. Samy, MD, Laura Fitzgerald, MPH, Magnolia Ariza-Nieto, PhD

A-290-P FEASIBILITY AND EFFICACY OF SMARTPHONE BASED EDUCATION MODULES AND ECLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY

Marianne S. Muri, MD, Paul Loretz, MS BN, Karen B Grath, PhD, ABPP LP, Todd A Kellogg, MD, Maria L. Collazo-Clavell, MD

A-291-P COLLOID KINETICS IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS UNDERGOING GENERAL ANESTHESIA

Mario Vitorino F. Hernandez, MD, Miguel F. Herrera, MD PhD, Guillermo Dominguez, MD, Bernardo Gutierrez, MD

A-292-P PREDICTORS OF SUICIDAL RISK IN BARIATRIC SURGERY CANDIDATES

Jenna L Adamowicz, MA, Jessica K. Salwen, MA, Gianna F Hymowitz, PhD, Dina Vivian, PhD

A-293-P BARIATRIC SURGERY INFLUENCES ENDOTHELIAL AUTOANTIBODY CONCENTRATION IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS

William O. Richards, MD, Donna L. Caffi, PhD

A-294-P LONG TERM MORTALITY AND BARIATRIC SURGERY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND META-ANALYSIS

Maria Tironi, Dennis Hong, MD, Roman Jaeschke, MD, MSc, FICPC, P J Devereaux, MD, PhD, FICPC, FPCP

A-295-P QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH JEJUNAL BYPASS BASED ON BARIATRIC SURGERY ANALYSIS AND REPORTING OUTCOMES SYSTEM (BAROS)

Matas Sepulveda, Muriel J Alama, MD, Nicolas Flores, MD, Ximena Prats, Cristian A Astorga, MD, Hernan Guzman, MD

A-296-P DOES URINARY BJP CHANGE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

John M. Morton, MD, Natalia Leva, Trt Garg, Nayanad Madhav, MD

A-297-P THE IMPACT OF MEDICAL AND SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS UPON THE HUMAN GUT MICROBIOME

John M. Morton, MD, Leanne Almanna, Natalia Leva, Todd DaSantis, Janet Warrington

A-298-P DO SALIVARY CORTISOL LEVELS CHANGE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY?

John M. Morton, MD, Carl Dambrowksi, Natalia Leva, Chris Crowe

A-299-P DOES BOUGIE SIZE INFLUENCE THE INCIDENCE OF STRICTURE AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?

Lawrence F. Tabone, MD, Alfonso Torgueti, MD, Dana D. Portenier, MD, Ranjan Sudan, MD, Jin Yao, MD, Philip A. Omatoshi, MD

A-300-P ASSOCIATION BETWEEN WEIGHT LOSS AND THE INCIDENCE OF GALLSTONE AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. A PROSPECTIVE STUDY

Wuziparn Manatsathit, Hussein Al-hamid, Aiman Mahmood, MD, Baljinder Gill, MD, Parvaneh P. Lebas-Benowski, MD, Susan M. Szpunar, PhD, Abdelkader Hawasli, MD

A-301-P PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CLINICAL ANALYSIS BETWEEN THREE REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES ON STAPLE LINE IN SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY CASE STUDY WITH 345 PATIENTS.

Fabio Viegas, MD, Pedro Worms, MD, Luciana Vilaca, MD, Paulo Silveira, MD, Jose Pinna Cabral, MD

A-302-P LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: CASE SERIES

H. Ruby Gatschet, Yacoub Zayadeen, Cyrus Moon, Saber Ghassi, MD, FACS, MPH, Keith B Boane, MD, Kelvin Higa, MD

A-303-P LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: DOES THE SIZE OF THE STOMACH MATTER? PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A PROSPECTIVE STUDY.

Juan P. Toro, MD, Nathaniel W. Lytle, MD, Ankit Patel, MD, Sebastian Perez, MS, MPH, Johnathan Srinivasan, MD, John F. Sweeney, MD, Edward Lin, DO, S. Scott Davis Jr., MD

A-304-P REASONS FOR AND OUTCOMES OF CONVERSION FOR FAILED LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

Samuel Szamstein, MD, Emanuel Le Maenzo, MD, PhD, Paul J. Jazzelment, MD, Abraham Aboulker, MD, Nena Moon, MD, Carolina Ampudia, MD

A-305-P TOTAL CHARGES FOR POSTOPERATIVE LEAK FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

April Zambelli-Weiner, Elizabeth Brooks, PhD, Robert E. Brolin, MD, Eric Bour, MD

A-306-P SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: IS IT A GOOD OPTION FOR PATIENTS WITH GASTRO-Eosophageal reflux disease (GERD)

Abdelkader Hawasli, MD, Bradley Harre, Mark Zeni, Ahmad A. Meguid, MD, Alwyn Harrriott, MD, Taghredd Almahmeed, Naga Thatimatla, Susan M. Szpunar, PhD

A-307-P DETECTION OF POST SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY LEAK WITH NEAR INFRARED IMAGING

Hrahonk S. Nerkar, Denny A Sherwinter, MD

A-308-P PREDICTING GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX SYMPTOMS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

Katelyn Mellon, MS, Peter F. Lalar, MD
POSTERS

A-309-P DO Gallstones Found Before Sleeve Gastrectomy Behave the Same as Those Formed Because of Weight Loss Post-Operation?
Adilbekderla Havashi, MD, Manathathit Wittitham, Bradley Hare, Moayad Tarboush, Ahmed A Meguid, MD, Alwyn Harrissat, MD, Naga Thabata, Taghreed Almahmeed, Alexandra Conley, MD, Sarah Hans, MD

A-310-P LAPAROSCOPIC VERTICAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY CAN BE PERFORMED SAFELY AS AN OUTPATIENT PROCEDURE
Thomas W Clark, MD, MS

A-311-P LAPAROENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY STAPLE LINE LEAKS
Ryan M Juza, MD, Tun Tran, Jerome R Lyn-Sue, MD, Vinay Singhal, MD, Randy S Haluck, MD, Eric M Paul, MD, Ann M Rogers, MD

A-312-P MEANS TO DEAL WITH TREATMENT RESISTANT STENOSIS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
Jacques M Kimpens, MD, PhD, Ramon Villalonga, MD PhD

A-313-P LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A SAFE TECHNIQUE FOR THE COMMUNITY-BASED SURGEON
George E Woodman, MD, Guy Voeller, MD

A-314-P ROUTINE POSTOPERATIVE SWALLOW STUDY RARELY ALTERS MANAGEMENT AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
Richard C Novack, MD, Matthew T LeMaire, MD, Sebastian P Eid, MD, Amit Trivedi, Hans J Schmidt, MD, Douglas R Ewing, MD

A-315-P BARIATRIC SURGERY OUTCOMES IN A EUROPEAN CENTER OF EXCELLENCE (COE)
Ramon Villalonga, MD, PhD, Jose Manuel Fort, MD, Oscar Gonzalez, Enric Caubet, Albert Lecube, Jordi Marsa, MD, Manel Armengol

A-316-P RADIOGRAPHIC AND PATHOLOGIC SPECIMEN MEASUREMENTS FAIL TO PREDICT POSTOPERATIVE WEIGHT LOSS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY.
Raul J Rosenthal, MD, Savannah I Moon, DO, Yaniv Cazovac, MD, Samuel Szamstein, MD, Emanuele Lo Menzo, MD, PhD, Fernando FD Dip, MD

A-317-P THE EFFICACY OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN ADOLESCENTS
Salman Al-Salabi, MD, Shaimaa Sh Dahti, MD

A-318-P SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS SOLE PROCEDURE FOR MORBID OBESITY
Hans J Nielsen, MD, Marra A Decap, MD, Tor Nielsoe, MD, Christin Klevane, MD, Kim Waardal, MD, Anne K Bergesen, MD, Hanne Gjesing, Olav Lademel, MD, Tone N Flalo, MD, and Carina V Vangen, MD, PhD

A-319-P IMPLEMENTATION OF A TREATMENT ALGORITHM FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY TO DECREASE POSTOPERATIVE NAUSEA/VOMITING AND LENGTH OF STAY
Charmaine V Gentles, ANP-BC, DNFA, Timthee J Friesen, MD, Larry E Gellman, MD, Dominick Gadala-Ma, MD

A-320-P LAPAROSCOPIC VERTICAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG) AS STAND-ALONE BARIATRIC PROCEDURE IN SUPER MORBIDLY OBSESE (SMO) INDIAN PATIENTS – IS IT ENOUGH?
Sanjeev Maloifira, MBBS, Mirganka S Sharma, MBBS, MS, Dharmender Sharma, MBBS, MS, Vinay K Shaw, MBBS, MS, Tanveer Singh, MBBS, MS, DNB, Ashish Chaudhary, MBBS, MS, FRCS

A-321-P A SPECIMEN RETRIEVAL BAG IS NOT REQUIRED IN SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
Amanda Parker, MD, James T. Mayes, MD, JR Salameh, MD

A-322-P GASTRIC HISTOPATHOLOGY IN SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
Amanda Parker, MD, James T. Mayes, MD, JR Salameh, MD

A-323-P RISK OF STABLE LINE LEAK POST LSG, CAN H. PYLORI PLAY A ROLE?
Nour Na Almalki, MD, Fahad Y Bamehriz, Aman Al-Ajmi, MD, KRKH

A-324-P SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH ONE LAYER OF BUTTRESSING MATERIAL
Cristofalo Gigué, MD, Hector Canaman, MD

A-325-P PORTAL-MESENTERIC THROMBOSIS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A RARE BUT POTENTIALLY SERIOUS COMPLICATION
Marcas A Berry, MD, Lionel Urrutia, MD, Patrick Lampaze, Alvaro Bustos, Marco Schulz, MD

A-326-P SUPER OBESE VS. MORBIDLY OBSESE PATIENTS: CLINICAL OUTCOMES AND ESTIMATED WEIGHT LOSS
George C Ezri, MD, Maher El Chaar, MD, Leonardo Claros, MD, FACS, FASMBS, Jill Stolzfu, PhD, Maureen E Miletics, RN BSN MS CBN

A-327-P SAFETY OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN THE ELDERLY PATIENT
George C Ezri, MD, Maher El Chaar, MD, Leonardo Claros, MD, FACS, FASMBS, Jill Stolzfu, PhD, Maureen E Miletics, RN BSN MS CBN

A-328-P SAFE SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY OUR MODIFIED TECHNIQUE
Ramen G Gaoel, MD, Arul Vasan

A-329-P SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: 7 YEAR WEIGHT LOSS OUTCOMES
Jonathan A Schaen, MD, Kevin B Ratlchfile, MD, John James, MD, David Leopold, BA, Breana C Mitchell, MS

A-330-P PATTERN OF WEIGHT LOSS IN DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF OBESITY FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Nesan Barry, MD, Maher El Chaar, MD, Leonardo Claros, MD, FACS, FASMBS, Jill Stolzfu, PhD, Maureen E Miletics, RN BSN, MS, CBN, George Ezri, MD

A-331-P SINGLE-INCISION SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR OBESITY: LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY
Elie Chouillard, MD, Elie Chouillard, MD

A-332-P RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AFTER FAILED GASTRIC BANDING
Pierre Fournier, MD, Lara Ribeiro-Parenti, MD, Kostantinos Arapis, Denis Chosidow, Jean-Pierre Marmuse

A-333-P MECHANICAL THEORY OF FISTULA IN A SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE RESISTANCE OF THE LINEAR GASTRIC STAPLING
Pierre Fournier, MD, Gregory De Courville, Peter PU Upex, Lara Ribeiro-Parenti, MD, Denis Chosidow, Jean-Pierre Marmuse

A-334-P IS STAPLE LINE REINFORCEMENT REALLY NECESSARY FOR LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?
Matthew Manconi, MD, Adam W Evans, MS, Gregory J Manconi, MD

SURGICAL COMPLICATIONS

A-335-P OUTCOMES OF TRANSFERRING BARIATRIC PATIENTS
Hanna Davis, DO, Justin Lee, MD, Nicole Pecquex, MD, Julia S Tassman, MD

A-336-P MANAGEMENT OF MARGINAL ULCERS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Rina Moon, MD, Andre Texeira, MD, Muhammad A Jawad, MD

A-337-P IS THERE A BEST OPTION TO TREAT STAPLE LINE LEAK POST LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?
Mohammed Qalantan, Fahad Bamehriz Bamehriz, MD

A-338-P ACCURACY OF ROUTINE POSTOPERATIVE SWALLOW STUDY IN PREDICTING LEAK OR OBSTRUCTION AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
Michael J Rawlins, MD, Rachel Pierre, Bruce Schirmer, MD, Peter T Hallaward, MD

A-339-P DEEP VEIN TROMBOSIS IN THE MORBIDLY OBSESE PATIENT UNDERGOING LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC PROCEDURES, DOES ROUTINE POSTOPERATIVE ULTRASOUND IMPROVE OUTCOMES?
Raul J Rosenthal, MD, Fernando Sadie, MD, Jessica Ardila-Gata, MD, Abraham Beloncourt, MD, Emanuele Lo Manzo, MD, PhD, Samuel Szamstein, MD, Savannah I Moon, DO

A-340-P NESTED ENDOLUMENAL STENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGOGASTRIC LEAKS
Aakshen Murphy, DO, Christy H Durst, Lee Swanstrom, MD, Valerie J Halpin, JD, Jay C Jan, MD, Kevin M Reavis, MD

A-341-P RISK FACTORS FOR INCREASED INTRAOPERATIVE BLOOD LOSS DURING LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Lawrence E Talsara, MD, Dana D Portenier, MD, Ranjan Sudan, MD, Jin Yoo, MD, Philip A Omotosho, MD; Alfonso Torquati, MD

A-342-P REDUCTION OF 30-DAY READMISSION RATES THROUGH THE USE OF A DISCHARGE PROTOCOL
Sharon A Krzyzanowski, RN, Keith C Kim, MD, FACS, Cynthia R Bufflington, PhD
A-375-P RECONSTRUCTION OF A BARIATRIC PROGRAM TO IMPROVE SURGICAL VOLUME AND PATIENT SATISFACTION
Andi Herlong, Keith C Kim, MD, FACS; Cynthia R Burgess, PhD

A-376-P SURGICAL TREATMENT OF TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS IN MORBIDLY OBSESE PATIENTS: A COMMUNITY HOSPITAL INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAM
Axel A Beskow, MD, Agustin Duro, MD, Nara E Vainstein, MD, Demetria Covadus, MD PhD; Susana R Gutt, MD

A-377-P WHAT GOOGLE TRENDS CAN TEACH US ABOUT INTEREST IN BARIATRIC SURGERY AROUND THE WORLD
Faina Linkov; Dana Bovbjerg; Kyle Freese, MPH; Giselle G Hamad, MD; Robert Edwards; Ramesh C Ramanathan, MD; Carol A McCloskey, MD; George M Eid; William F Gourash, MSN, CRNP

A-378-P FACTORS INFLUENCING PATIENT’S ADHERENCE TO FOLLOW-UP POST BARIATRIC SURGERY: AN ASIAN EXPERIENCE
Adrian Toh; Kavita Sundaram; Jaideepraj Rao; Aarav Koura; Jaideepraj Rao

A-379-P RELATIONSHIP OF ANXIOUS AND DEPRESSIVE STATES WITH BINGE EATING DISORDER IN OBSESE PATIENTS
Maureen M Mosti, RN; Araceli Gomez-Alva, PhD; Patricia Martinez-Lanza, PhD; Javier Morales, BA; Diego Russo, BA; Gabriela Salcido; David D Velazquez-Fernandez, MD MSc PhD; Miguel F Herrera, MD PhD

A-380-P PREDICTIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL SUCCESSFUL FACTORS IN BARIATRIC SURGERY
Marie Pigeyre, MD, PhD, Anne Pleuvret, Auralie Lochon; Pauline Camard; Alexandre Patrice; Helene Verkindt; Robert Coaazzo, MD; Monique Romon, MD PhD; Francois Pattou, MD PhD

A-381-P PREDICTIVE WEIGHT LOSS MODELING USING 3D SCANNING TECHNOLOGY: SETTING REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS FOR BARIATRIC SURGICAL PATIENTS
Stephen D Wohlgemuth, MD

A-382-P CAN PREOPERATIVE PATIENT RISK FACTORS PREDICT A COST EFFECTIVE METHOD TO EVALUATE THE PRESENCE OF SLEEP APNEA IN PATIENTS SEEKING BARIATRIC SURGERY?
Ranjan Sudan, MD; Xavier Preudhomme, MD; Alfonso Torquati, MD; Dana D Portenier, MD; Andrew Krystal, MD

A-383-P METABOLIC GASTRIC STAPLING SURGERY PERFORMED AS AN OUTPATIENT PROCEDURE
Fredne Speights, Michael Williams

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
All posters will be displayed in the Exhibit Hall (Halls A1–A2) of the Georgia World Congress Center.

Poster Display Dates: Wednesday, 11/13, through Friday, 11/15.

EXHIBIT HALL HOURS:
- **Wednesday, November 13th**
  - 9:00am - 4:00pm
- **Thursday, November 14th**
  - 10:00am - 3:30pm
- **Friday, November 15th**
  - 10:00am - 3:30pm

There are no required times for official poster presentations; however, poster presenters are encouraged to be standing by your poster during the breaks and lunches to be able to discuss your poster with attendees.

POSTERS OF DISTINCTION
Top-scored posters will be given three minutes to present their posters during lunch on Wednesday, 11/13, and Thursday, 11/14. This will be held in the Posters of Distinction Theater on the left-hand side of the exhibit hall between the exhibits and the lunch tables. For a full schedule and listing of the posters being presented, please see page 41 of the ASMBS final program.